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our award-winning journalism. I'm 85 years old. I used a lot of wax in the days. I wanted to say nothing is as good as your Quick Shine. I'm telling everyone about it. It's the best ever. Maria – Louisville, KY 8/31/2020 3:22 Just wanted to say that the quick gloss floor finish is a great product. when I was one soldier active army many moons back I would pass barracks checks with
floating colors with the most shiny floor in all barracks. For 15 or so years I still use the same product to make my kitchen floor look fantastic. Thank you for continuing to produce this product and going to buy it off the shelf. Thanks Steven - Columbia, MO 8/14/2020 11:58 Am researched floor procedures for saltillo tile floors that include my house except for 2 spaces. Most of the
recommendations came from hotels using commercial equipment and 5 gallon drums for finishing. I discovered Quick Shine &amp; customer for 20+ years. My tiled floor constantly pays attention and questions how I protect it and beautiful. I use Quick Shine Multi-Surface Floor Cleaner &amp; Floor Finish just mop. It dries quickly and the simplicity of rotation throughout the house
is simple. Kathryn - Lubbock, TX 7/20/2020 2:02 PM I bought a bottle of Quick Shine Hardwood Floor Luster. I just love him. The best product I use. We live in a house that is older than 100 years old. The floor is now shiny and beautiful. You need to go buy another bottle. Zoila - San Antonio, TX 7/12/2020 1:00 PM My hardwood floor has been looking kinda dingy for some time,
but I don't want to spend them again, so I decided to try my hardwood floor luster and I have to tell you AWESOME...... my floor is just beautiful. I have a dog and a cat and did not want a great gloss due to nail scratches, indicating that I had just made one fur and I was so pleased with the results. It's really a great product, and I recommend to all your friends who have hardwood
floors. Thanks!!! Patricia – Lima, OH 6/30/2020 12:41 I have been using your products for 20 years. I also use my family. Our hardwood floors look like glass without a slippery feel. MARGARETANN - BELLEVILLE, NJ 05/12/2020 9:58AM FLOOR FINISH IS THE BEST PRODUCT EVER! We were given a reclaimed hardwood floor to reinstall and the floor returned to life as new
with a few coats! Debbie - East Granby, CT 05/06/2020 8:36 AM My friend gave your floor shines on my wood flooring. Now I'm in love with your product. My whole house is hardwood, except for bathrooms, the gloss of the floor makes my floor so shiny and so durable. He stands up against dogs and grandkids. Thanks for making a great product. Kim - Elwood, IL 5/5/2020 10:30
PM I just used your Quick Shine product on our hardwood floor and wanted to tell you how impressed I was easily used and the end result. The floor looks beautiful again and especially so tired in high-traffic door areas. I bought your product from Lakeland in the UK and will advise them also on our positive results. Graham - UK 4/20/2020 5:30 We moved into our home about 2
years ago in a community of 55 and over. We had a new laminate flooring installed and I like it, but it always looks boring. Yesterday we used Quick Shine and my floor looks brand new, shiny and clean. Thank you for the excellent product. Now I love my floor even more. They're beautiful. Jan - Montgomery, IL 04/14/2020 10:32 PM By amy [1 Post]Category CleaningI seeking
reviews on Holloway House Quick Shine Products? Amy from Nashville, TNAdd your voice! Click below to reply. ThriftyFun feeds on your wisdom! By Jackie, of Massachusetts (Guest Post) March 8, 20070 found that it's useful for Hi Ladies, I have all the brand new hardwood floors on my ground floor. I was told to use anything but HollowayHouse Quick Shine. It really takes
hardwood floors nicely. The gloss is fantastic. I thought other ideas were just fascinating. What would I have thought! Thank you for sharing all those creative ideas. Jackie, from MA Reply Was it helpful? YesBy Nkkddt6 [1 Comment]October 17, 20180 found that it is useful to live in Dayton. Ohio.Where can I buy holloway hard wood polishing? Neicy Reply Is It Helpful? YesBy
rhondac1212 [1 Comment]June 20, 20200 found that it's usefulId be very careful if I u! I did it a few times and looked beautiful! But after a while it became dark yellow. It took me, my husband, my adult son 3 weekends a lot of hard work to get him off! We Evan used the double strength of their stripper, rejuvenating the floor cleaner and the marshmallow. Evan tested several
automatic type cleaners. His horrible sludge that pops up. The worst job ever done. I tell everyone what to do and do stay away from that shit. We also had to take it off my mothers. Hardwood floors, laminate, vinyl lendai and kitchen floors all floors turn out to be bad after about a year. I wouldn't use that crap if it was the last tall product on the face of this land!!! Answer Was it
helpful? YesBy Janie [4 Posts, 7 Comments]March 8, 20070 found that useful I like cleaner and my vinyl flooring shine. I have to use only one layer of gloss and it lasts a long time. I was really impressed with these two Answer Was it helpful? YesBy Morningstar (Guest Post)March 9, 20070 found that it's useful I like these products and tell everyone I know to use them. I use them
on my hardwood floor and this makes them look brand new. That's my only splurge! Answer Was it helpful? YesBy Lana Quinn (Guest Post)September 28, 20070 found it useful love glide sweeper. It seems too good to be true to make the product available and have excellent results! Thanks! I really liked that I bought one for my mother. I told a few people what a great product it
is. I'm thinking about buying a second backup if these little beauties come out of production. This thing makes cleaning the ceramic tile floor so simple, I use it every day! LanaSanford, FL. Reply Did it helpful? YesBy lil sol (Guest Post)November 25, 20071 found that it's useful for Quick Shine is ok, but after a while scratches show a shining finish, and if you ever want to remove
the finish is the greatest pain ever. Not to mention if you're using a swiffer wet jet or any other floor pump like pinesol it will eat some quick shine to finish and leave it a terrible spotted reply Was it helpful? 1By meital0066 [4 Comments]May 9, 20180 found it usefulHi! That's exactly what happened to me! No part I used in my house seems weird! I tried to remove it with water and it
doesn't shut down... How can I completely clean it up?? please help Reply Is it helpful? YesBy Mymale2003 [1 Comment]May 21, 20180 found it usefulThen same company that allows for quick shine also makes a deep cleaner, which is what removes it all to the original floor and then you can use the quick shine floor finish again. There is a 1-800 number of quick shine bottle I
called them back and they sent me information and video Reply Was it helpful? YesBy tenapit [1 Comment]March 30, 20190 found that this usefulI tried it in my dining room after a friend recommended. I blocked off the room, cleaned my floor really well and then applied. At first it was beautiful. I let him dry for 2 hours just to be safe because I have dogs. Even after 2 hours of
drying, I now have leg prints all over my floor and nail scratches. Answer Was it helpful? YesBy Heather (Guest Post)March 6, 20080 found this usefulHi, I did quick shine floor finish and they were shiny, and then it became harder and harder to keep them clean. I have two little ones and a hardwood in my kitchen-dining-living area. It is a pain to keep the floor clean. Anyway, I
must say that I would not recommend. Now I'm trying to find something that takes it off. It's wax. If you do not walk on the floor often then it can answer for you. I have wooden floors in high traffic areas and this stuff just doesn't work well. Answer Was it helpful? YesBy Jim Barnes (Guest Post)March 18, 20081 found it useful to use do not use Hollway house quickly quickly AFTER
MANY COATS IT GETS DINGY CLOUDY AND LOOKS BAD ANOTHER FUR DOESN'T HELP AND WHAT MAKES IT WORSE, YOU CAN'T REMOVE THERE'S A PRODUCT THAT WILL TAKE IT SO WHEN IT'S A GRINDED T AND PUT NEW STAINS AND POLYURTAN IN SOME PLACES IT'S USED TO STICKING YOUR TERRIBLE MESS TO HIS FAST LOOKS GOOD
THEN TURNS INTO A NIGHT MARE THANKS JIM THE ANSWER WAS IT HELPFUL? 1AnonymousNovember 10, 20150 found it usefulI agree with Jim Barnes! This product is eternaldanger have a good look ceramic tiles. It left my tiles looking brown spots and losing its luster as well as preventing shine from being berestored. Ugh! Answer Was it helpful? YesBy Sherika (Guest
Post)April 20, 20080 found this usefulHello,Answer your question. SO FAST SHINE can be a bit of pain, and NO it doesn't work. See if you apply too much when it says apply evenly to the real gloomy as hazey gloss turns out. NOW, if you're looking to make it shine like it does on basketball courts, so the buffer is needed for the best results. You can rent and do it yourself, or you
can hire a professional (which is highly recommended). This will keep it to shine best as long as it can stay. Honestly you will need to reapply after 3-4 weeks. Now remove it, most comments say that there is no way. But there is a solution to remove it and I have done it many times as it is. You can either throw a little elbow grease into the floor and mop with really hot water at least
4 times over the area you want to come up with, or you can dry the bumper floor. Any of these works (dry buffer solution will work faster). So you have it. I helped. Sherika Reply Was It Helpful? YesBy Danielle (Guest Post)May 26, 20080 found that it's useful I have been using Quick Shine, and now my hardwoord flooring and I love it! I have not experienced any problems that
other users have had about the product is difficult to remove and create a haze. I mop my floor about twice a week and apply a quick shine about once a week. After about two moppings the product will come off my floor and they need a new coat. For me, all I need is one coat and my floor shines as if they were professionally cleaned. Answer Was it helpful? YesBy 1117space [1
Comment]July 15, 20160 found it useful I like it too much I had no problems and I have been using it for many years. Maybe these other people didn't have the right to start. Answer Was it helpful? YesBy gwen (Guest Post)May 30, 20080 found this usefulMy man put him in a ceramic tile kitchen and small at porch EEEK! At first he looked great, so he put a little more. After he did it
for several weeks in a row, he looked like blister plastic. The only way I got it there was steel wool and hand scrub, and I mean scrubbing, knee breaking scrub. I would not recommend anyone to use this stuff-gwen Reply Did it have been helpful? Useful? Jim (Guest Post)June 25, 20080 found it useful to have an old hardwood floor in my kitchen. I've tried various floor wax
products to get that SHINE on my old floor. Holloway House products are the only products that give me that glossy shine without all the hard work involved. I highly recommend products for anyone looking for a glossy floor. Answer Was it helpful? YesBy Raquel08 [1 Comment] June 25, 20080 found that it usefulI purchased a house that had very old hardwood floors. I thought I'd
have to redefin all the floors so that they look beautiful again. I bought a bottle of Quick Shine and made all the floors. They turned out to be amazing! They look restored with a large sheen! Quick Shine Floor Finish saved me a lot of money. I will continue to use this product and spread the word. Family and friends commented on my hardwood floors and couldn't believe they
weren't grinding and refined. Answer Was it helpful? YesBy hh (Guest Post)September 19, 20080 found that it's usefulJust got it, but time will tell how long it lasts. a lot of cheap plastic, but works well. The price pays for aluminum I guess. so much unseriom plastic. I think this is the same product as a swivel sweeper. Just with a different name on it. Answer Was it helpful? YesBy
dissatisfied buyer (Guest Post)October 7, 20080 found that it usefulI bought the unit a few months ago. At first, it went as advertised. He did a great job of quick cleaning. However, after only a few uses, the battery did not charge and the device only runs a few minutes and slowly. The battery will not be fully charged, whether I have a full discharge or not. It is not worth buying.
Another battery costs $15. + s / h and this is too much. I discarded my local landfill, very badly, more Chinese garbage land to fill up. Answer Was it helpful? YesBy tony (Guest Post)October 23, 20080 found that it's usefulYou can remove the quick shine with a deep cleaner/wax remover from the house in Holloway, I make them perfect now. Answer Was it helpful? YesBy Diane of
NY (Guest Post)January 2, 20091 found this usefulTerrible product. Used cleaner and floor finish, as indicated on my laminate and hardwood flooring. The decoration left a terrible film on both types of flooring. I have to get on my hands and knees to rip it off. Beware. Answer Was it helpful? 1By Diane (Guest Post)January 28, 20091 found that this usefulI was cruising the network
looking to deal with the quickshine of my laminate flooring. After reading the reviews posted here I decided not to buy. Thank you all for saving me from a nightmare. Answer Was it helpful? 1By Ashley (Guest Post) February 9, 20090 found it usefulMy cleaning lady was Quick Shine product takes the floor about 2 years. I have brand new wood floors that are hand hacked and very
poly uretaned. Recently I noticed small scratches all over my floor from my small dogs. Then then tried everything to get scratches off even had the company come through to give me an estimate again for my whole house! So, I decided to call the 1800 number at the back of the bottle and found out that this product (if you read the bottle as you should) should be used only once
every 4 months! Eeeck! We do this 8-12 times in 4 months. So, the film is so thick and, if I try, I can crack scratches with a fingernail. Women told me to use Hollaway House wax remover and floor finish. You can't get it in stores and you have to order it from Holloway House directly. Be patient because it takes a while to arrive. I should get tomorrow and I'm very keen to see if it a)
ruins my floor or B) saves them! I hope it's the latter! Anyone uses this product and has success with pre-filled lacquered hardwood? Let me knowThanks!email me at: ajobzn AT aol.com Reply Was it helpful? YesBy meital0066 [4 Comments]May 9, 20180 found it usefulHi! Can you tell me if the wax remover worked? I have the same problem on my floor when I applied a quick
shine on my floor several times. Answer Was it helpful? YesBy peppyforyou [1 Comment]July 4, 20180 found that this usefulI used quick shine brazilian cherry floor hardwood shine created by white spots of lime snow called 800 no l was sent cleanser. Which burned my floor, which is 200sq ft l stopped will seek a lawyer answer Did it been helpful? YesBy Jess (Guest Post)
February 25, 20090 found this usefulThank Goodness I read this! I see commercial all the time. My fiance and I rented a small house until ours is ready for October 2009. I hate this house, the floor is so dingy and hardwood floors are everywhere! It seems that someone tried stains or shellac (due to the lack of a proper word shining up the floor in the traditional way.) I really
wanted to try this quick shine, but I've now decided against it, especially with a large breed of dog. I have a feeling that this floor will end up like PlayDough. Thank you very much to everyone for having time to share your comments. It's only another 8 months in this house. I don't want to miss it to shine a quick shine back from the floor. Answer Was it helpful? YesBy cherylm [1
Comment]November 27, 20090 found it usefulIt is a huge product! It restores your wood floor shiny and restored with a natural look. For those who complain, they can not follow the instructions. You must follow the instructions! This may require a few coats, but it's worth the time. Make sure to go with the damp mop first. I use two mop heads by Quick Shine in a special package
for $25. First prepare the floor and then black out 2-3 coats waiting for each to dry. You have to have patience. Guests ask me how I got my floor so good. It makes a real impression. The answer was Useful? YesBy J. [2 Comments] January 7, 20101 found that it is useful for Quick Shine Floor Finish. Although it does leave the floor beautiful and shiny for the first time using it ...
what they do not tell you on the bottle, is that it is incompatible with other everyday floor cleaners. If you visit the site you will see many questions/concerns about this movie. I also had this problem when I called the number on the bottle to find the only way to get it up is to buy one of my products from my website. I tried for a few days, used a steam wiper, several products, and
hand buffed to no avail! I think the scheme! I bought a wax remover, but also let it be known that I am not happy with this product and later issue resolution and lack warning about the product! Answer Was it helpful? 1By jillanthony8 [1 Comment]January 17, 20170 found this usefulVERY HOT WATER, 11/2 gallon with 1 cup ammonia. Had to scrub with a plastic bristle brush after
sitting for 1 minute. Disconnects without scratching the floor. Wipe the area with a microfiber cloth so that the pieces do not remain again. Worked a lot bettet than wax removets or buffer. Answer Was it helpful? YesBy kate [1 Comment] October 1, 20101 found it useful to use Quick Shine on my kitchen floor. I noticed the wax build-up going on, but with 1 cup of Parsons ammonia
and 1/2 gallons of hot water (follow the instructions for ammonia) let him sit for 2 minutes and it came straight! I am pleased with the product, but I would not use it on my wooden floor. Answer Was it helpful? 1By missy [1 Comment] On March 23, 2011 found this usefulWow, I can't believe all the negative comments about Holloway House! I really like it! It's so hard to find stores
here, I actually order bulk from my website. I have a real hardwood part of my house and the quick brilliance makes it shiny like a basketball court. In the rest of the house there is a wood laminate, which is still shiny, just not that the high gloss shines like a real hardwood. I've never had any problems with the cloudy. I recommended it to my friends and family who also love it, and
since it is now almost impossible to find our stores, they are dying to get their hands on more. I just squirt it straight out of the bottle and mop it up with a $1 sponge mop from a dollar store, running fantastic! Answer Was it helpful? 1By dbj1 [2 Comments]October 3, 20110 found that it's usefulIt is not a floor cleaner. It is specially made for shining floors and made of polymers. You
do not have to clean your floor with this. You use it and forget it. You use other cleansers for weekly or daily floor washing. It works beautifully when used correctly. Answer Was it helpful? YesBy claudiarb1977 [1 Comment]June 18, 20130 found this the product is terrific. One coat ruined my laminate floor. Use. I try to get it off my floor and ordered a deep cleaner. Reply Reply is it
useful? YesBy garcialmg [1 Comment]September 10, 20140 found it useful I like this product ... I found, however, that the most important thing is to dilute it.... Many! I have a cleaning business and my clients love the look. But keep it from creating and display every scratch/footprint, dilute it... really bad floors, start from 50-50. For maintenance use 1 part of products, 3 parts water.
Answer Was it helpful? YesBy Marina1 [1 Comment]April 22, 20151 found it usefulHi for everyone:I has years of experience with this product. A few words of caution:1. Fast Shine * does* look great in the first month, but in the end the floor will look increasingly boring and you need to use more products. 2. Beware if you have a floor that is very flat and the same color, because in
the light you can see every small scratch. This is part of why a beautiful glossy look is temporary and you need to keep the coating again. 3. If you are using a steam wiper or indeed any main detergent on the floor, the finish will peel off in small pieces. This will create a nasty, patchy look at your floor, where parts of the floor have a quick shine layer and others don't. Before
applying Quick Shine, the floor must be *completely* without stains, scuff marks, garbage, dust, hair, etc. If not, they will be trapped under a hardened layer of Quick Shine. It is almost impossible to get the floor 100% sanitary clean, so inevitably you will have items stuck under a layer of gloss. I avoid future use of this product because although it looks good for some time, it
actually creates more work in the future. Answer Was it helpful? 1By linnepoob2 [1 Comment]February 8, 20170 found it usefulI purchased houses with a lot of quick gloss on ceramic tiles and pre-set hardwood floors. For the first time, the tiled bathroom floor was cleaned, especially around the toilets he peeled off, so it had to be removed, the fist used a strong household cleaner,
allowing it to be set for about an hour (starting at 3X6 feet , there is + the toilet off) washed off the course deck with a brush, eventually using 4 vinyl scrapers and filling a 2-block bucket with sludge then washed off hot vinegar water several times more sludge., after 3 1/2 hours refused and went to Home Depot and purchased a time stripper (which I tried not to use because of
strong chemicals) the stripper worked well in the remaining 7X6-foot area. So 5 1/2 extra hours later (scooping up buckets of sludge) I was pretty much done... now I wil deal with the proper tile sealer ... Next to hard wood flooring chipping from an old product and streaks are anywhere chairs are moved they all felt cushions.. It's a large area, kitchen, fireplace room, all the
corridors and the lobby... My fear is that when I find the product to remove the quick shine of the floor will be ruined ... Also have another tile bath to go ... Ugh... Any ??? Answer Was it helpful? YesAnonymousNovember 7, 20150 found this usefulWhat use to shine new vinyl board flooring? Answer Was it helpful? YesBy thcampbell [1 Comment] December 14, 20150 found this
usefulSeveral year I holloway house quick shine on 1 year wood flooring. My floor is a beautiful Amish made oak with a light shade. I felt that my floor had lost its luster, so I tried Quick Shine. For a while they looked great. As long as I kept my floor PERFECTLY clean, there were no problems with scratches. Then my son and family with 3 children moved in with us. My grandkids
like to move chairs that around the table, and I couldn't sweep every day. Now, 2 years after using this product (only 2 coats are on my floor), they look terribly scratched, especially in sunlight. I would never use this product. I just bought Holloway House as a deep cleaner. I tried it in several areas. 1 cup per gallon it doesn't work so well. In 2 cups per gallon it can be pre-formed
better, but it did not remove. My floor is not so shiny, so scratches are not so noticeable. I wish I had never used Quick Shine. It would be better to put a proper decoration on the floor. Answer Was it helpful? YesAnonymousMay 15, 20160 found that this usefulAmmonia will remove most floor waxes purchased by stores, such as mop n glow and Hollaway.You will need to make
small areas at once, because it will become very gummy.you do not want it to penetrate the hardwood floor only with wax. Start working with the dilution of half ammonia and half water and a small soft scrub sponge; let him sit for a few minutes and then scrub it off.Note your floor will be very boring after removing it all off. When all wax is removed. Since only the original
polyurethane, which will not be turned off with ammonia, will be left behind, but it will get rid of any residues and will be ready for you to reapply wax or, if you plan to grind and re-update your floor, will be ready to make too much answer Or was it useful? YesAnonymousOctober 31, 20170 found that it usefulI fully loved the quick shine when I first used it. Te second time I haven't
washed them as well as I need and trapped some areas of dirt. I couldn't clean it up. After reading the comments on how to clean I created this method that works well. I mopped, then used my steam wiper to heat the old build-up, then tear off. Much less embarrassing than using boiling water that I tried first. Yes, when I get my floor clean, really clean I plan to use it again, but be
more careful with my cleaning. With 2 dogs, a cat, 3 adults and a school-age child we have a lot to clean up after. Answer Was it helpful? YesBy [1 Comment] November 16, 20190 found that it's usefulIt is a terrific product! I would use it on the floor of my laminate and he left shine; but a few months later, my floor began to start spots all over them. I tried everything to remove
them!!! I finally used their cleaner product, which worked with a lot of scraping and scrubbing. I spent hours and hours removing the white wax film she left on my floor. Regret a lot of hard work and pain and stay away from this product! Answer Was it helpful? YesAdd your voice! Click below to reply. ThriftyFun feeds on your wisdom! Wisdom!
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